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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 

n the continuing tradition of exhibiting the work of artists who painted in 

Provincetown. the Provincetown Art Association and Museum is proud to present 

this 50-year retrospective of the paintings of Peter Busa. who first visited Provincetown in 1936 

and who lived here seasonally and sometimes year-round during the 1950s and 1960s. He was. 

as Dorothy Seckler wrote in Provincetown Painters. "Provincetown's 'stormy petrel'-conspicuously 

talented. vital and accomplished. also volatile in temperament. never long at home in any group." 

This exhibition and catalogue was first proposed six years ago by Christopher Busa as a 

memorial tribute to his father. and its realization today is a testament to a son honoring a father. 

We thank him for organizing and sharing the documentary materials in the catalogue. Unless noted 

otherwise. all works in the exhibition are from the collection of Christopher Busa and the Estate 

of Peter Busa. For their kind cooperation in loaning works we also wish to thank Marianne. Nicholas. 

and Jeanne Busa. as well as Dr. and Mrs. Stephen Bernstein. Edith Chamberlin. Dolly Fiterman. 

Guild Hall Museum. Drs. Thomas and Marika Herscovic. Sandra Hricko. Beverly Bentley Mailer. 

Michael Rosenfeld. Christopher Snow. and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Walker. 

Peter Busa. New York. c. 1948 

-PETER WATTS 

Chairman. Exhibition Committee 
Provincetown Art Association & Museum 
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Children's Hour. c. 1948 

oil on canvas. 72 " x 52 " 



FOREWORD 

CHILDREN ' S HOUR 

ne night when our four-year-old son. Russell. was going to bed he 
was asking about what his parents did. He said. "Papa. did you always know 

that you wanted to be an artist?" No. I explained. the ice-bound region where I grew up as a 
little boy knew no artist nor what they were. But years later. in a drawing class. a man walked 
in wearing a wrinkled seersucker sportcoat and a white shirt with missing buttons. He had a different 
feeling about him and I thought maybe this is an artist. It was. It was Peter Busa. 

Then Russell wanted to know. "What did he show you about being an artist?" He showed me 
integrity. I said. And of course Russell asked. "What is ln-tag-ry?" Everything he did had a sense 

of seriousness and importance. He believed that art comes from a very specific place inside of 
him and that this place is to be respected. It is both passionate and intelligent. This place determined 
how he moved and how he responded to things around him. It structured everything he did. He 

knew it was there like his hand or his foot. Peter could call from this place at any time or anywhere. 
It is this integrity that brought about the risks. not the other way around. 

Another gift that made him an artist was his generosity of energy and knowledge. From that 

place inside of him he would talk to you. anytime. day or night. Without regard for himself. this 
generosity seemed boundless. It flowed out of everything he did. It flowed into and out of his 
Art. It is what fueled his paintings. With this limitless generosity he could give to his paintings 
without restraint. 

Peter's work always had the unique gift of color. its hue and density. its aroma. the right catalyst 
that would let the color next to it live an airy. bright. unrestrained existence. This kind of freedom 
moves us and gives us strength for the future. 

Peter had a different look. He was an Artist. the real thing. 

-BILL JENSEN 
New York City. April 1992 
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PETER BUSA * PAINTINCS 

Catalogue cover for exhibition at Art of This Century. March 9-30. 1946 
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INTRODUCTION 

contemplative. retrospective state of mind 

has taken possession of many percipient 

individuals as we approach the end of this uniquely American 

century. As Americans focus in and reflect on their collective 

cultural accomplishments of the past one hundred years. they 

often begin to question and reevaluate past artistic objects and 

events. When attempting to subjectively view specific works of art 

as well as bodies of work. 'the advantage of hindsight invariably 

results in large areas of revisionism. In the visual arts of America. 

the painting movement known as Abstract Expressionism which 

emerged and triumphed in the third quarter of the century 

(1950-1975) is still considered to be a high-water mark on the 

cultural time line. France dominated nineteenth-century visual arts 

in many ways similar to American's artistic leadership in the 

second half of the twentieth century. While nineteenth-century 

French art had numerous astonishing peaks-Romanticism. 

Neoclassicism. Realism. Impressionism. Neoimpressionism

twentieth-century American art had but one real Everest and 

numerous lesser peaks. France continued her artistic authority until 

the mid-twentieth century. With the fall of France in 1940. 

Americans threw off the long tyranny of European artistic 

hegemony and assumed leadership. 

While the current consensus for the strategic. historic placement 

of Abstract Expressionism is secure. the positioning of individual 

artists of the group seems to be less clear cut or resolved. For 

one thing. the movement lingers on into the present decade. 

Robert Motherwell continued working until his death last year. 

while others. such as James Brooks. Willem de Kooning. Richard 

Pousette-Dart. and Theodoros Stamos. are still active. These 

phenomenal trailblazers helped to create the most important 

original style in the history of American art. At the very epicenter 

of this movement was Peter Busa. who lived in New York from 

1933 to 195 3. where he was a central figure of the New York 

School. 

Shortly after moving to New York in 1933. Busa studied at the 

Art Students League with Thomas Hart Benton where Jackson 

Pollock was his friend and fellow student. During that first year in 

the city. the young man from Pittsburgh also forged friendships 

with Arshile Gorky and Stuart Davis. and several years later was 

studying with Hans Hofmann both in New York and Provincetown. 



The five years (1935-1941) that he worked on the WPA Art Project 
were his advanced-training graduate school. These experiences 
equipped him to become an outstanding teacher at New York 
University. Cooper Union. the Art Students League. and the 
University of Minnesota. a position he held for twenty years. 
Gorky. who came to the U.S. in 1920. and Hofmann. who settled 
here in 1932. were certainly among the most influential emigres on 
the New York art scene. but in the early 1940s Busa also became 
friendly with Chilean emigre Roberto Matta. In 1942 Busa and 
Matta were part of a small group which included Pollock. Mother
well. Baziotes. and Kamrowski. who met regularly to critique one 
another's work. Matta and Baziotes provided the Surrealistic 
underpinnings. but all of the painters were moving in the direction 
of abstraction. It is significant that both Baziotes and Busa started 
drip paintings a year before Pollock's first drip painting in 1947. 
For his 1946 exhibition at Peggy Guggenheim's Art of This Century 
Gallery. Busa. fueled by the automatic technique of the Surrealists. 
poured and dripped paint onto his canvases. The freedom and 
vitality of Busa·s work in this exhibition had a tremendous impact 
on his fellow painters. but seems to be lost on historians of the 
period. 

Busa continued painting with spontaneity and ebullient 
naturalness throughout the 1940s. but his canvases were 
increasingly being influenced by the flat design motifs of Native 
American art of the Northwest Coast. while the automatism of 
European abstract Surrealism held less importance for him. His 
gestural. painterly works were giving way to more consciously 
structured paintings which paid homage to the Northwest Coast 
Native American culture. With these "Indian Space" paintings. 
Busa imaginatively adapted native motifs to the contemporary 
idiom without losing the essential idea of the interrelatedness of 
man and nature. By the mid-1950s he abandoned his earlier 
atmospheric tendencies to create a remarkable series of geometric 
abstractions which set up elaborate tensions and balances. which 
were resolved by his zinging mastery of color. 

Peter Busa has presented problems for contemporary art 
historians since his highly original and diverse body of work and 
his mastery of styles in apparent opposition have made him 
difficult to pigeon-hole. His expansive repertory of forms defies 
translation into verbal language for they reveal truths which cannot 

be expressed in words. Furthermore. despite his successful New 
York exhibitions with such leading galleries as Peggy Guggenheim. 
Carlebach. and Bertha Schaefer. he never quite made it onto the 
celebrity bandwagon of dealers. museums. collectors. and the art 
press. 

Busa continued painting until his death in the mid-1980s with the 
same vital drive that had propelled him into the heart of the 
international New York art world of the 1930s and · 40s. The 
personal poetry and awesome range and depth of his body of 
work remains one of the great undiscovered treasures of twentieth 
century American art. like a naked swimmer beneath the water's 
surface. 

-ROBERT METZGER 
Director. Center Gallery. Bucknell University 
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Original Sin 11. 1 946 
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LIFE COLORS ART : FIFTY YEARS OF PAINTING BY PETER BUSA 

SANDRA 

eter Busa struggled to avoid the easy 
solution of a purely formal vision. In 1946. 

voicing his opposition to pure painting. the artist declared: 
"Sometimes just to be sure the canvas does not feel pure. I would 
like to introduce Mr. Death." 1 Sanctioned by the example of Hans 
Hofmann. his most influential teacher. Busa was not afraid to 
combine seemingly contradictory elements: flat. geometric imagery 
with expressionistic surfaces. In fact. his oeuvre was shaped by a 
continuing dialogue between the opposing forces of geometric and 
expressionistic abstraction. Busa moved easily between these two 
poles. exploring the possibilities of each and consolidating his 
discoveries. 

His early work joined the automatic technique used by the 
Surrealists with a flat. geometric style derived from Northwest 
Coast Indian art. which completely avoided any illusion of depth. 
In the late 1950s and early 1960s. his large. geometric forms. 
which were fused with energetic brush marks. distinguished him 
from many members of the New York School. In the 1970s. the 
painterly traces of numerous alterations diverted the purity of his 
geometric abstractions. But he insisted on maintaining the ghost 
imagery of his hard-edged forms just as he maintained the drips 
and splashes of his expressionistic work. 

Busa participated in many of the avant-garde movements that 
marked the development of abstract art in America. In the late 
1930s and throughout the 1940s. his work pointed the way to what 
would eventually be called Indian Space painting. 2 Challenged by 
Picasso and inspired by Native American art. Busa and fellow New 
York artists Robert Barrell and Steve Wheeler eliminated the 
distinction between background and figure in their paintings. This 
movement bridged the gap between the pure abstraction of the 
American Abstract Artists group in the 1930s and the more 
emotionally charged art of the Abstract Expressionists in the 
1940s.3 The work of the Indian Space painters. now beginning to 
be recognized historically. documents the innovation of a number 
of very talented artists. As Roberta Smith concluded in her review 
of "The Indian Space Painters" at Baruch College's Sidney Mishkin 
Gallery. the works of the Indian Space painters "add a new chapter 
to the story of the art of the 1940s." 4 

Although Busa did not join the American Abstract Artists 
group-he did not consider his work pure enough to fit within that 
group's aesthetic-he created semi-abstract paintings for the Works 

KRASKIN 

Progress Administration's Federal Art Project (WPA/FAP). In 1940. 
he submitted sketches for a mural that was designed for the 
Catholic Chapel at Rikers Island Penitentiary. along with works by 
artists Balcomb Greene. Jean Xceron and Arshile Gorky. who was 
commissioned to create a stained glass window. 5 

In the early 1940s. during the last stage of the WPA/FAP. Busa 
joined Jackson Pollock. William Baziotes. Gerome Kamrowski and 
Robert Motherwell in their experiment with the automatic painting 
techniques developed by the European Surrealists.6 Again. he was 
one of the first American artists to make use of this method. This 
group of young painters met on Saturdays at the 9th Street studio 
of the distinguished Surrealist Roberto Matta Echauren in the fall 
of 1942.7 They each brought examples of their work to discuss 
with Matta. who encouraged them to consider the process of 
painting in a new way. 

Between 1942 and 1946. Busa developed a style of all-over 
configuration. in which the images merge into a single format. His 
work from this period combined automatic drawing with the forms 
of Indian Space. In March 1946. the artist exhibited these paintings 
in a one-man exhibition at Peggy Guggenheim's gallery. Art of 
This Century. in New York. He also participated in the historic 
exhibition of Indian Space painters. "8 and a Totem Pole:· at the 
Galerie Neuf the following month.8 

In the late 1950s. Busa fully developed the automatic 
approach he had begun in 1942 and eliminated references to 
the figure. becoming an Abstract Expressionist. By 1965 he had 
simplified and restructured his work. returning to the geometric 
forms found in his earlier Indian Space paintings. at the 
same time acknowledging the hard-edged style prominent in 
the 1960s. 

During his fifty years of painting. Busa went back and forth 
within the terms of his dialogue: his work records five major shifts 
in emphasis. Then. in 1983. he resolved the debate between hard
edged forms and Expressionism's free surface with a bold 
synthesis of geometric shapes. painterly surfaces and a new focus 
on the figure. Always willing to take a risk. the artist forged this 
new style as he approached the age of 70. His late work is 
dynamic: it completes the circle of his artistic development by 
fusing classic geometric forms with an Abstract Expressionist 
approach. His new synthesis can be placed formally with the 
postmodern works of the 1980s. But unlike the young Neo-
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Bronx Apartment Houses. c. 1937. (WPA Graphic Art Project). lithograph. 12" x 16" University of Oregon. Eugene. OR 
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Expressionist painters. whose images revived and recycled the 
history of art. Busa appropriated his own painting history 

A PAINTER'S LIFE 

Born in Pittsburgh in 1914. Peter Busa was the son and grandson 
of Italian painters. As a child he helped his father. who owned a 
small company specializing in architectural decoration and 
commercial mural painting. Busa accompanied his father and 
assisted him by filling in areas of color on murals as well as by 
washing his father's brushes. By the time he was twelve. Busa was 
attending Saturday morning classes at the Carnegie Institute of 
Technology, where he learned traditional drawing techniques by 
drawing from plaster casts. 

Because his father wanted him to become an architect. Busa 
enrolled at the Carnegie Institute of Technology. But his path was 
diverted after about a year by the stimulating classes of Alexander 
Kostellow. who introduced him to the fundamentals of Cubism. 
With the recommendation of Kostellow. Busa left Pittsburgh and 
enrolled at the Art Students League in New York City in 1933. 
There he studied painting with Thomas Hart Benton and graphic 
arts with Harry Sternberg. At the League. he met Jackson Pollock. 
also a Benton student. and Pollock's brother Charles. who was the 
monitor of Benton's class when Busa attended9 

Kostellow also introduced Busa to Arshile Gorky in 193 3. At 
their first meeting. Busa told Gorky that he thought "the trouble 
with !Gorky's! work was that it was too strongly influenced by 
Picasso." 10 Gorky's answer shocked the younger painter. Gorky 
responded. "Who do you think I am? I'm nobody. Why not learn 
from the best?" 11 

Later. Busa occasionally joined Gorky and Willem de Kooning 
on their Saturday pilgrimages to the Metropolitan Museum of Art. 
Gorky, Busa remembered. could talk for an hour about a single 
painting.12 In one photograph of Busa with Gorky. Gorky holds a 
book by Walter Pach about the 19th-century painter Jean-Auguste 
Dominique lngresn Gorky explained to Busa that he studied lngres 
because he wanted to examine the artists that Picasso had looked 
at in order to discover some of Picasso's secrets.14 

Busa·s friendship with Arshile Gorky played an important role 
in his artistic development in the 1930s. From Gorky. Busa learned 
more about the possibilities of art that existed outside the 
parameters of traditional Western culture. for example. the graphic 
power of a trade sign. " It was Gorky," Busa noted. "who would 
walk around the streets of New York and point to an itinerant sign 
that was probably painted by a man who owned a shoe store . 
or a fish store. and he'd say, 'This is the most authentic work of art 
in New York .' " 15 

Gorky introduced Busa to Stuart Davis. whose paintings 

encouraged Busa to explore a more two-dimensional painting 
space. "Davis." Busa recalled. " ... went even further !than GorkyJ 
in many ways. He would point out the letters of a sign and say 
that the color of the whites was as significant as the letters 
themselves." 16 With Davis' influence. Busa's work made a transition 
from a figurative style resembling the work of the Italian modernist 
Amedeo Modigliani to a flatter. more abstract vision. 

FEDERAL ART PROJECT 

When he left the League in 193 5. Busa went to study with Hans 
Hofmann. and by 1936 he found employment with the WPA/FAP 
until it ended in the ear)y 1940s. He worked on the WPA teaching 
project at The Brooklyn Museum and at the Brooklyn Art Center.17 

and he also made prints for its graphic division. The graphic 
division's studio workshop. which opened in February. 1936. 
encouraged the growth of printing techniques. including 
lithography and woodcut. Busa's lithograph, Bronx Apartment Houses 
(c. 193 7) was produced for the WPA graphic division. By 1938. the 
WPA/FAP had established a silk screen unit in New York. and 
Busa's Mexican Girl (1940) reflects the new interest in silk screen 
technique as a creative process. 

When the artist was transferred to the mural division of the 
WPA/FAP he was assigned to decorate the Catholic Chapel on 
Rikers Island. Busa. Balcomb Greene and Jean Xceron were asked 
to produce murals. and Gorky was asked to design a stained glass 
window.18 Busa's two mural sketches. The Visitation and St. Francis. 
dated 1940. were not originally approved by the chapel 's priest. 
who demanded a religious painting. because Busa refused to put 
halos on the figures. He believed that abstract painting would not 
have been acceptable for this commissioni 9 

NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR 19 39 

In the late 1930s. Busa's work had become increasingly abstract. 
His painting in gouache. Organization. 1938. was exhibited in 
"American Art lbday" at the New York World's Fair and 
reproduced in the exhibition catalogue. Originally, because art was 
integrated into the total visual concept of the Fair. formal 
exhibitions were not planned. However. after protest from the 
artists and the public. two buildings were constructed for art 
exhibitions: the Masterpieces of Art Building and the 
Contemporary Art Building. 

The "American Art Today" exhibition. which opened May 21. 
1940. in the Contemporary Art Building. was directed by Holger 
Cahill and focused on recent national developments in art. The 
exhibition was juried by Stuart Davis. Jonas Lie and Eugene 
Speicher. Although democratically inclusive of all points of view. 
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The Lad1,1 of the Dunes. c. 1950 

oil on canvas. 361/s" x 43" 
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National Museum of American Art. Smithsonian Institution. 

Gift of Emil ). Arnold (1967.56.25) 



this exhibition of more than 500 paintings included only about 12 
that could be considered abstractions.2o 

Geometric and biomorphic abstractions were painted by Elise 
Armitage. Byron Browne. Balcomb Greene. Lawren Harris. Carl 
Holty, George McNeil. George L.K. Morris. Stuart Walker and Jean 
Xceron; expressionistic abstractions were painted by Peter Busa. 
Arthur Carles and Gina Knee.l l 

Busa's painterly abstraction. Organization. 1938. reflected the 
influence of Picasso and. perhaps more directly, that of Arshile 
Gorky. The flowing linear elements and the circular forms can be 
found in Gorky's work from the mid-!930s. and the title 
"Organization" had been used by Gorky for a painting that he 
completed in 1936. 

INDIAN SPACE PAINTING 

In 1938 and 1939. Busa frequented the American Museum of 
Natural History with his friends Steve Wheeler and Robert Barrell. 
The examples of the art of early cultures that they studied in the 
American Museum of Natural History ·and at the Brooklyn Museum 
suggested to Busa a new way of thinking about pictorial space. 
Indian Space painting. according to Kenneth Beaudoin. who 
organized the historic show of these painters ("8 and a Totem 
Pole"). is based on the expression of "the literature of a picture in 
pictorial terms .... It is a system of representational painting 
dependent on the use of a two dimensional symbol as opposed to 
three dimensional representation as used by most European 
painters now and before now." 22 Beaudoin went on to enumerate 
the characteristics of the Indian Space concept: the painter fills the 
entire two-dimensional surface; the symbols are incorporated into 
a personal style but are based on human and visual realities; solid 
forms are avoided in favor of flat ones; formal transparencies are 
possible; color is not mandated by reality; and although based on 
pre-Columbian American Indian semiotics. Indian Space painting is 
used as an impetus for contemporary expressionn 

Peter Busa was keenly interested in Northwest Coast Indian art 
and Peruvian textiles. He admired the economy of their form and 
the directness of their imagery. He drew on Native American 
sources from America and in particular noted the art of the 
Northwest Coast and the art of ancient Peru. Busa. remembering 
his work in the late 1930s. said. " ! tried to more or less re-do the 
inventions of Picasso in terms of my interest in primitive art." 24 

Serving as a model for his efforts to create a pictorial space 
without any background. the art of these early cultures helped 
Busa to pursue his goal of extending the innovations of Picasso. 

Children's Game. 1940. was a WPA/FAP mural sketch painted for a 
ward at a children's hospital in New York.25 Although the doctors 
rejected the proposed mural because they believed the distortion 

of the sketch's figures made the children appear mentally 
handicapped. Children's Game clearly shows Busa·s success in 
eliminating any sense of background and creating an entirely flat 
pictorial space. 

In Children's Game. Busa flattened and transformed the two 
figures into symbolic representations of children. His sources can 
be found in the images he discovered and studied in Franz Boas· 
Primitive Art. The hand of Busa's left figure derives from a section 
of a Peruvian textile design illustrated in the first chapter of Boas· 
book.26 The "eyes within eyes" create forms within forms. and its 
precedent is also found in Boas· book in illustrations of Chilkat 
blankets. Busa emphasized the geometry and flat areas of color 
in his image over the linear aspect of the Northwest Coast Indian 
formline. but the colors he chose-black. red and blue-are 
characteristic of Northwest Coast Indian art. 

With these flat. symbolic images. Busa also succeeded in 
unifying form and content. He recalled. " ! took my clue early from 
an abstract orientation and became quite involved with the idea 
that form and content. rather than being a separate thing. as the 
!Marxist artists! pointed out. were to me one. one idea. And that if 
you had form you also had content." 27 Busa was particularly 
impressed with the images of transformation common in 
Northwest Coast Indian art. The themes of his paintings. including 
Original Sin. 1946. and BeautiJ and the Beast II. 1950. often dramatize 
transformation. 

THE BEGINNINGS OF THE 
NEW YORK SCHOOL 

In 1941. during the late stages of the WPA/FAP. Busa worked with 
William Baziotes. Gerome Kamrowski. and Jackson Pollock. Baziotes 
inspired his three friends to experiment with the Surrealist 
technique of automatic drawing. These artists were taking the first 
steps that would lead. by the end of the decade. to the formation 
of the New York School. 

In 1942. Busa won a Yaddo Foundation Fellowship. which 
provided him with room. board and studio space at Saratoga 
Springs. New York. At Yaddo. Busa's work changed from a hard
edged. geometric style influenced by Northwest Coast Indian Art 
and Peruvian textiles to a style that can best be described as 
abstract Surrealism. 

When Busa returned to New York City. his friend William 
Baziotes introduced him to the Surrealist painter Roberto Matta 
Echauren. one of the many emigre artists who had come to New 
York during World War II. Busa joined several painters-Baziotes. 
Motherwell. Kamrowski and Pollock-who met informally at Matta's 
studio in the winter of 1942-43 to discuss their work and to 
experiment with automatic painting. 
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Influenced by these meetings. Busa echoed the automatic 
method of the Surrealists between 1942 and 1947. The flow
ing lines creating a total configuration in Original Sin II were 
reproduced on the cover of the catalogue for his exhibition at 
Peggy Guggenheim's gallery, Art of this Century. in 1946.28 The 
painting. which is characteristic of Busa's automatic approach. 
dramatically represents the images of Adam and Eve with the 
serpent. Reviewing Busa's exhibition. Edward Alden Jewell 
described the paintings in the New York Times: " !Peter Busa'sl 
meandering impasto looks as if it had been ejected from a 
frosting tube." 29 

Busa was later to describe his painting during this period as 
"an unholy alliance between my formalistic beginnings and this 
free approach." 30 However. his skill enabled him to reconcile the 
two kinds of art. The linear emphasis of his automatic painting 
paralleled his interest in the formline used by the Northwest Coast 
Indians. and his focus on myth and Surrealist transformation was 
consistent with his understanding of themes in Northwest Coast 
Indian art. 

Between 1942 and 194 7 Busa melded the geometric imagery of 
Cubism with the automatic approach used by the Surrealists. 
forging an eccentric style. But his use of automatism prefigured the 
discoveries of the New York School. His exhibition at Peggy 
Guggenheim's gallery in 1946 was accented by a body of work 
using swirls of dripped enamel paint. As Jeffrey Wechsler has 
noted. Busa's painting Original Sin. 1946. from the collection of the 
Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum at Rutgers University, is "very 
close to themes and techniques used by Pollock at that time. and 
the direction of possible influence is unclear." 31 

REJECTING SURREALISM 

Then. changes came. By 194 7 Peggy Guggenheim had closed her 
gallery and returned to Europe. and the following year Arshile 
Gorky committed suicide. Busa focused again on the more clearly 
defined flat images inspired by his study of Northwest Coast 
Indian art and Peruvian textiles; paintings of this style were shown 
at the Bertha Schaefer Gallery from 1948 to 1953. In a series of 
standing figures painted in the late 1940s. Busa let the dimensions 
of the canvas determine the proportions of the figuren A large 
running figure with a cat completely fills Children's Hour. c. 1948. 
The picture. which measures 72 " x 52 ". occupies the entire 
pictorial plane with disassembled. flattened body parts. No room 
is left for background space. In Children's Hour. Busa captures the 
essence of form with a shorthand that emphasizes body elements. 
The anatomic representations. combined with shapes used to fill 
space. create an all-over composition inspired by the conventions 
of Native American art from the Northwest Coast. Several of the 
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symbols that Busa incorporates into his shorthand visual 
vocabulary have been gleaned from his study of early cultures of 
Peru. The slit eye and mouth of the head. the rectangular nose 
that develops from the top of the head. and the three-pronged 
fingers were adopted from Peruvian textiles and potteryn 

In the early 1950s. Busa's symbols continue the simplification 
and analysis of form he had learned from Cubism and then 
transformed with the concept of Indian Space. He exhibited with 
the New York School artists in the historic "9th St." show in 1951 
and continued to exhibit at the Bertha Schaefer gallery. A New York 
Times review of Busa's show at the Bertha Schaefer Gallery in 195 3 
described his paintings as "a sprightly parade of various shapes 
ironed quite flat."l4 

In March 1954 Busa helped organize a panel discussion. "The 
Crisis of Form in Modern Art." at the Hansa Art Gallery on East 
12th Street. The debate was part of a series called the Four 
O'Clock Forums. sponsored by the Indian Space painters Will 
Barnet. Steve Wheeler. and Busa himself. These artists questioned 
the direction of modern painting. In the debate's announcement. 
Wheeler noted that "modern abstract art is at the crossroads. The 
manner in which this generation develops the classic elements of 
pictorial art will provide the real answer as to whether it has 
succeeded in resolving the crisis of form that it faced." 35 Of course. 
these painters were challenging the direction of painting as 
independents; by the mid-1950s. Abstract Expressionism was very 
well established as a painting style. 

AFTER NEW YORK 

Busa. however. continued to question his own direction during this 
period. With the economic necessities of an expanding famil y, 
Busa moved to Provincetown. Massachusetts. in 1952 and to 
Buffalo. New York. in 1954. He worked more independently. and 
literally as well as figuratively distanced himself from the 
developments of the New York School. 

Then. in 1957. the light and air of Provincetown. where he 
spent each summer. began to dissolve the myriad of small. flat 
shapes that had animated his canvases. Busa commented on this 
work: " It took me until the late fifties to finally realize the 
quotients that were expressed in those forms could do without the 
actual graphic .. . implication that these were figures or that these 
were forms ... I approached it purely as structure and as 
movement and color." l6 

When Busa again embraced the Surrealist automatic method 
and became an Abstract Expressionist in 1957. his images became 
larger and more dynamic. Rather than displaying the dripped 
spirals and meandering lines of his work in the mid-1940s. Busa's 
canvases were dominated by the force of a few movements of 
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Window. 1962 

oil on canvas. 72 " x 82" 
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color. The imagery appeared spontaneously on the canvas. but the 
grand scale of his forms assumed an architectural presence. Walls 
of color record the grand structure of the artist bombarding the 
canvas with paint. The drips and splashes document the action in 
Busa's painting process. at the same time cementing the blocks of 
color in place. The diagonal blocks of color in Breaker. shown in the 
Annual Exhibition of Contemporary American Painting at the 
Whitney Museum of American Art in I959. convey the solidity and 
force of the sea. In Co11versatio11. two inclined blocks of color 
confront each other with the force of a heated argument. In I961. 
the year this work was painted. Busa first taught at the University 
of Minnesota. where he had been hired as a visiting artist. He 
decided to stay at the university. teaching there as a professor of 
art from I962 to I982. The harsh. icy white in Co11versatio11 reflects 
his new northern environment. 

Wi11dow. I962. another large canvas painted in Minnesota. is 
part of the collection of the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis. This 
dramatic painting also juxtaposes block-like forms of color on an 
icy white ground. Often Busa fills the canvas with pigment and 
then resolves the composition through a process of elimination; he 
paints out large areas of space. The white in Wi11dow overlaps and 
even obliterates the architectural forms. much as a Minnesota 
snowfall erases the landscape. 

During the mid·I960s. Busa admired the architectural forms the 
sculptures of 1bny Smith embodied. Busa knew Smith from his 
time at the Art Students League in the early I930s. In the late 
I940s Busa and Smith also taught together at New York University. 
and their paths again overlapped in the early I950s at Cooper 
Union. The artists remained friends. with Smith giving the painter 
models of his sculptures Spitball. I961. and New Piece. I966. 

In I964 Busa painted Homage to To11y Smitft. a black rectangle 
surrounded by white that effected a two-dimensional transposition 
of Smith's cubic forms. Busa's painterly surface tied the work to 
Abstract Expressionism; however. the stark opposition of black and 
white looks like an early declaration of Minimalist art. In Rorna11 
Processio11. also from I964. Busa added a red trapezoid and led the 
viewer one step closer to his later hard-edged style. He continued 
further with Hour. I965. a painting in which Busa asserts his 
complete rejection of painterly abstraction. This large painting. 
67" x I20". decisively puts aside the drips and splashes of his 
earlier improvisational approach. 

By the early I970s. Busa was basing his compositions on the 
mathematical proportions of the golden section. a concept used in 
classical Greece. Although precisely controlled. such paintings as 
Cycle and Lower Broadway, both painted in I97I . resisted the 
calculations of their composition with the dynamic force of color. 

In I977 Busa transformed 1bny Smith's stark parallelogram. New 
Piece. into a series of cogent two-dimensional images. These forms 

were enhanced with the richness of Italian color; Busa had visited 
Italy the year before. supported by a Guggenheim fellowship. 
Italian painting inspired him to heighten his color with vivid reds 
and greens in works like Ve11etia11 Pass. I977. This series of intensely 
painted parallelograms stands among his most realized work. The 
richness of color and the simple force of the competing shapes 
animates the painting's face and projects a full-bodied statement. 
Busa's maturity as a painter was also enhanced by the presence of 
ghost images-mistakes or decisions altered during the course of 
the painting-that disclose the changes in the artist's development 
of a particular piece. He explained. "I love to make mistakes. 1b 
me. mistakes are the only basis jbyl which I can achieve any kind 
of perfection. I like using oil. 1'11 scrape it when I make a mistake. 
1'11 go over it. I can't do that with acrylic. because it peels off and 
looks very artificial." 37 

During the late I960s. Busa was working again in oil after 
having experimented with acrylic. As a medium. oil enabled Busa 
to record the history of his judgments: the artist. as always. was 
concerned with the merger of life and art in the process of 
painting. 

CONCLUSION 

Busa·s work is about color. In I944. he joined a group of 12 artists 
to proclaim. "Even though there is still a school of ochre 
scumblers clinging to the worst of the Renaissance tradition. brown 
sauce is out!" 38 The same year they exhibited their paintfngs in 
"Color Plays a Part" at the Ashby Gallery on Cornelia Street in 
Greenwich Village. 

With Busa. style was secondary. The major issue in all of his 
work was the resolution of form and color. making the painting 
" live:· Busa studied the structure of Cubism with Hofmann. but he 
also studied the color of Matisse. Hofmann's emphasis on color 
can be seen and heard in his advice to students: "To me: painting 
means Forming with color. The color development produces 'the 
Form' of the composition. There is a precise psychological 
meaning in the color. ·an absolute' in the development toward 
such a meaning by which painting becomes poetry." 39 

Like Hofmann. Busa understood how to make painting become 
"poetry" and how to make color intensify form. In his Abstract 
Expressionist work from the 1950s and 1960s. Busa·s color often 
explodes across the surface of the canvas; in his hard-edged 
painting from the late I960s and into the I980s. color brings to 
life classic. geometric forms. 

The large outdoor murals that Busa created for the Valspar 
Corporation in I973. I979 and 1982 are literally walls of color. The 
diagonal movement of Busa's mural Dernolitio11. I973. dematerializes 
the Valspar Corporation's headquarters in Minneapolis. An 
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Demolition. 1973-79. mural. 50' x 120' Valspar Corporation. Minneapolis. MN 
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Count Basie. 1985. oi l on canvas. 61 " x 49" 
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Yaddo Figure. 1942. casein on canvas. 14" x 20" 

Collection Jennifer Griffith 
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Children's Game (WPA Mural Sketch). 1940 

casein. 20" x 2 5 .. 

Mexican Girl. 1940. silk screen. 26" x 16" 



Untitled. 1940. oil on canvas. 44 " x 31" Provincetown Art Association & Museum. Gift of Emil Arnold. 1967 
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Transfigured Night . 1946. watercolor. lOW' x 12 Yl" 

Figures. c. 1947-48. ink on paper. 18" x 24 " 
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Original Sin. 1946. oil and enamel on canvas. 37" x 31 " Zimmerli Art Museum. Rutgers University. New Brunswick. NJ 
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Beauty and the Beast II. c. 1949 
oil on canvas. 60" x 56" 

Collection Drs. Thomas 

and Marika Herscovic 

Black Saint's Day. c. 1950 
oil on canvas. 46" x 54" 

University of Wisconsin. Eau Clair. WI 



A Dreamy Afternoon in June. 1947 
oil on canvas. 30" x 44" 

Venus of 14th Street 11. 1953 

o\1 on canvcrs. ' ;;:&" "ll "'11'" 
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Untitled. c. 1953. ink on paper. 20"x 25" 
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Untitled. c. 1954. casein. 18" x 24" 
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Figure and Wave. 1959. oil on canvas. 55 " x 49" Collection Jeanne Busa 
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Anchor. 1958 

oil on canvas. 40" x 50" 

Effigy. c. 1957. oil on canvas. 47" x 38" 

Collection Drs. Thomas and Marika Herskovic 
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Black Track. 1961. oil on canvas. 47" x 24" 
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Mariner's Bell. 1963. oil on canvas. 61 " x 51 V2'' 
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Lower Broadway, 1971. oil on canvas. 56" x 74" 
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1\vo Step, 1977. oil on canvas. 24 " x 34" 

Signal. 1979 

silk screen. 24 " x 36" 
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Hour. 1965 . oil on canvas. 67" x 120" 
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Untitled. 1965. oil on canvas. 39\12'' x 50" Smith College Museum of Art. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Golden 
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Southampton Harmony I. 1982. oil on canvas. 48" x 48" 
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Red Cover. 1961. oil on canvas. 18" x 24 " 

Collection Beverly Bentley Mailer 

Untitled. 1985. oil on canvas. 12 " x 16" 

Untitled. 1985. oil on canvas. 18" x 12 " 

Untitled. n.d .. oil on canvas. 12" x 16" 

Collection Dolly Fiterman Fine Arts. Minneapolis. MN. 
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Fantec. 1982. oil on canvas with collaged poem by D. H. Myers. 84" x 60" 
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China Doll. 1983, oil on canvas. 72" x 60" 
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Blue Interior. 1985. oil on canvas. 51" x 61 " Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W Walker 
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Feminist Painter. 1985. oil on wood. mixed media. 36" x 53" Collection Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Walker 
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"Paint was not just paint-it could become crushed jewels. air. even laughter: · 

Peter Busa. left. and Matta at the preview of Matta: Recent Painting, December 1966, Walker Art Center. Minneapolis. 
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CONCERNING THE BEGINNINGS OF THE NEW YORK SCHOOL: 1939-1943 

AN INTERVIEW WITH PETER BUSA AND MATTA. CONDUCTED BY SIDNEY SIMON IN MINNEAPOLIS IN DECEMBER 1966 

SIMON: Your exile from Europe began when. Matta? 

MATTA: In October 1939. I had already joined the Surrealist group. 
I had signed too many anti-Hitler and anti-Stalin papers not to be 
persecuted by the SS. The "resistance" was not yet possible. 
Especially after the Trotsky experience. most Trotskyites felt that 
need to get out of Europe. It is perhaps of some interest that I 
came to New York on the same boat as Thnguy. 

SIMON: '!ell me something about your life in New York. 

MATTA: In New York. I lived rather poorly at first. Julian Levy was 
our natural contact among the art dealers. Mr. and Mrs. Bernard 
Reis. who collected Surrealist art. were our sponsors. I found an 
apartment at 15 Gay Street. near 8th Street and 6th Avenue. It was 
there that I began to paint and to meet the younger American 
artists. 

The first person I met in New York was Francis Lee. He had a 
loft on lOth Street where I used to go. I remember that this loft 
was one of those great big spaces without any room separations. 
The New York situation was very strange to me. There were-how 
would I say?-many artists who knew something about European 
art. But it was as if "art" was something not in Europe but some
thing imported to America. Do you know what I mean? Art was 
something rare or artificial instead of being the expression of a 
man. 

BUSA: I went to parties in Lee's loft. In fact. Baziotes. who knew 
Francis Lee. took me there. It was there that I met Matta. Matta. I 
remember. was married. No one else of our generation was 
married yet. There were plenty of others around. people in the 
Village who were what you would call trained artists although they 
did not have formal training in "how to be imaginative: · Gerome 
Kamrowski and I were close friends. Did you know. Matta. that 
Kamrowski was one of the first to practice automatic paintings in 
this country? 

MATTA: No. I wasn't aware of that. 

BUSA: During the last legs of the WPA even Pollock was squeezing 

tubes of tempera color directly onto the canvas without using 
brushes. This would have been around 1940 or thereabouts. So 
even before Matta came on the scene. there was quite a bit of 
groundwork for art being done that was definitely outside the 
galleries. On the WPA. for instance. we used to practice a 

. clandestine kind of automatic drawing. which we took seriously. 
but was obviously not acceptable to the Project officials. Stuart 
Davis and Leger were big influences in those days. But Picasso was 
God. Picasso influenced all of us. 

MATTA: Don't you think all of that has something to do with what 
we find in the Soviet Union today? What I mean. of course
Picasso was known-but the idea that someone could express 
himself in relation to the oppression of the workers around him 
was. as you suggest. almost underground. The WPA artists painted 
the working class. "looking at" it. not from the "inside." not from 
the need for emancipation. 
SIMON: What was your work like at the time. Peter? 

BUSA: I was practicing an idiom that came directly out of Leger 
and Picasso. but it was also related to American Indian art in the 
sense of being flat. It was also close to Stuart Davis. In those days 
I knew the work of lbny Smith. Steve Wheeler. and Robert Barrell. 
I felt close to the abstract artists of the Project. But. you know. we 
couldn't submit any of that work. It wouldn't have been acceptable. 
It would have been considered blotchy. or simple "paint on 
canvas." What we did on the Project was colored by our having to 
do commissioned work. 

It's ironic. but some of the best things were the murals. Those 
by Davis and Byron Browne for station WCNY: and those by 
Xceron. Gorky. Von Wicht. Bolotowsky. Brooks. and Guston on the 
Rikers Island project. The murals were certainly of a different caliber 
than the US Treasury Department murals. which were really deadly. 

SIMON: Do you have any recollection of the Museum of Non 
Objective Art? 

BUSA: We used to call it the Art -of -lbmorrow Museum. Another 
place we frequented was the Museum of Living Art at N. Y. U .. the 
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The Thing in the Present. I 94 5. oil on canvas. 2 2 .. x 30" Collection Michael Rosenfeld Fine Arts. New York. NY 
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Gallatin Collection. We haunted it like it was our own personal 
Village museum. Then Matta came. He was the first big influence 
on a small group of us. The wonderful thing about Matta's stimulus 
was his grasp of the morphology of paint. From him we got the 
idea that paint could transcend the fact that it was just something 
on the canvas. 

SIMON: I'm not sure I get exactly what it is you're saying. 

BUSA: Paint was not just paint; it could become crushed jewels. 
air. even laughter. It was quite open. It had that tremendous 
possibility of transformation. which we hadn't recognized before. 
And we wouldn't have recognized it had it not been for the 
stimulation we got from each other. 

SIMON: Did you know Gorky in 1939? 

BUSA: Yes. But Gorky came late to this idea. Bill Baziotes. for 
example. started drip painting even before Pollock. He destroyed 
a lot of that work. My own work. in my exhibition at Peggy's in 
1946. was quite free. I was throwing and dripping paint onto the 
canvas and pouring it as well. But the point is. as I am sure Matta 
agrees. the flashes of understanding were momentary. It wasn't 
sustained. 

MATTA: These artists I started meeting-yourself. Pollock. 
Kamrowski. Baziotes. Motherwell-were full of vitality. But in some 
funny way they were painting from color reproductions instead of 
painting about themselves. You know what I mean? Actually. they 
had a fantastic experience to report-the experience of America. 
1b me. this was fascinating. And this automatic technique of the 
Surrealists (which means to show the functioning of the mind) fit 
them like a glove. They were very professional. They knew a great 
deal! As a matter of fact. they knew even more than we Surrealists 
knew about art history. Their studios were covered with repro
ductions of pictures pasted to the walls. while in our case there 
was not so much reference to these things. 

BUSA: But to know history gave the American artist a greater 
chance to reject history. Look at what happened. We had to start 
somewhere. We had this healthy attitude of anti-art which for many 
of us became personalized as self-destruction. It was amazing how 
we could all come out of it and smile. The point I am making is 
this: we were. all of us. really abstract painters. so that our idea of 
the role of the imagination differed greatly from that of the 
Surrealists. I'm not saying we didn't gain anything from Surrealism. 
It was a fuse which lit up the American scene. But from where? It 
was your presence. Matta. that personalized Surrealism for us. 

MATTA: What I was transmitting was the theory of Surrealism. In 
those days Surrealism was known through Dali; so you never really 

knew what was behind it. As for myself. I felt that nothing would 
be new. only old-new-that is. until we changed the game and not 
only the pieces in the old game. You know what I mean? 

BUSA: What you are saying is that art was not mixed up enough 
with life. As I said before. we were abstract artists and abstract art 
had no place in Surrealism. It is true. we were working to make art; 
and even if it was good. professionally. it didn't really mean 
anything insofar as tying it up with life. You were right. this was 
the important thing. It is interesting to reflect on our first efforts to 
overcome this limitation: the work looked like vomit. Because none 
of us got the message on the ideal level (which you knew so well). 
It was sheer catharsis. 

SIMON: I want to return for a moment to Matta's statement that 
Surrealism was known here mainly through Dali. I don't think that's 
the whole story. do you? 

MATTA: I meant that only figuratively. Look. The only gallery 
besides Pierre Matisse that had to do with Surrealism in a big way 
was Julian Levy. He had a show before I came here. of de Chirico. 
The lack of interest it created was unbelievable. Most of those pic
tures were unsold; three or four years later. I was able to buy a 
well-known de Chirico for a small amount. something like $700. You 
have to understand that America was practically virgin territory. 

SIMON: There was a small group of artists who met at your studio. 
Am I correct in this? 

MATTA: Yes. but that was much later. I knew them before as 
individuals. We talked alone first. There was a vague interest in 
what we were doing. but the problem was not grasped until later. 
You may recall. there was a big Surrealist show-it was organized 
by a French refugee committee of liberation. Then I think it was 
that all of you had in me someone who knew something about all 
of this. This show awoke a lot of things in you. You didn't know 
where to turn; and then. perhaps. you remembered that there was 
this guy who knew something about it. And then-it was about a 
year later-things started getting more interesting to you. 

SIMON: You had your first show at the Julian Levy Gallery in 1940. 

MATTA: Yes. I will tell you something very amusing. I remember I 
first showed my pictures in the Julian Levy Gallery with Tthelitchew 
in the main room and with Walt Disney in the second room. In a 
tiny little room in one corner was my work. Everything in America. 
you see. was still at the beginning. 

BUSA: But to get back to the popular notion of Surrealism as we 
understood it. We knew about Dali. We knew that Dali was a kind 
of illustrator. The dirtiest word you could call an artist then was an 
"illustrator." We considered Dali as an illustrator of 
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dreams. an artist without plastic consciousness. That is why most 

of us dismissed Dali as an influence. Which artists were influenced 

by Dali? None except a few Marxist realists. 

SIMON: Peter. you knew Pollock in the Benton class: but when did 

Pollock and Matta first meet? 

BUSA: I don't remember. But I know that Pollock got to know 

Matta by going with us to Matta's studio. like we all did on 

Saturdays. We would show each other our work and have 

discussions ... 

MATTA: ... Yes. yes. I want to recall some of the details-some

body told me-this was after I met you. Peter-that there was this 

man called Pollock who had a studio on 8th or 9th Street. And I 

went to see him. I saw his work. (You see. all of these artists 

somehow I saw by themselves first.) 

BUSA: It was Motherwell who told you about Jackson. 

MATTA: Yes. yes. Motherwell. He became a very important link. 

BUSA: Motherwell was very important in all this. He organized our 

meeting with you. In those days. Matta was still a kind of nebulous 

figure. Naturally. I'd seen his work. I had seen Matta's work in a 

1939 issue of Minotaur-in color. We all had this feeling that he was 

a well-known artist. a European. He had this nice studio on 9th 

Street. So when we rang the bell and went upstairs it was to call 

on a well-established artist. Here we were. no older than him

Pollock might have been a year or two older-but we had a feeling 

like students. in a way. I don't want to labor the point; but that 

was the situation: we were still on a kind of learning level. 

MATTA: Yes. but I don't know if "learning" is the right word. 

Because I think you will agree that it had also something to do 

with the idea of creating a group and agreeing on a direction. By 

getting together we were more likely to succeed in attacking a 

vocabulary. I remember that some of the first things we used to 

do were things like that-images of man. Everyone brought a 

sample of his work. I felt that we had to keep a degree of 

reference to reality. It couldn't be all explosion. you know. 

BUSA: Let me ask you a question. Matta. What was it that most 

attracted us to Surrealist automatism? For instance. we'd already 

known about Masson's work which was quite free. What attracted 

us particularly to this idea of total freedom of expression? 

MATTA: I think that-how would I say?-1 think that you were all 

ready to explode. The situation was ver!:l WPA. There was a time 

bomb-definitely a morphology of explosion in those very early 

things you were doing. They looked like something that was the 

feeling you had. 
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BUSA: But what I was getting at was our antagonism to Surrealism. 

Don't you remember how it was expressed even in our discussions 

in the group? 

MATTA: Yes. but I had it myself in those days . 

BUSA: ... I remember quite well. That's why I asked you the 

other day if you still consider yourself a Surrealist. Because even 

though you were one of the Surrealists. you were something new. 

MATTA: I always defended Breton's definition of Surrealism. which 

has to do with the total emancipation of man. Surrealism is "more 

reality." There is always the need for man to grasp "more reality;" 

for only in this way can we create a truly human condition. 

SIMON: Can you tell me something more of what you remember 

about Motherwell? 

BUSA: Well. Motherwell was always a very organized fellow-! 

mean he had a tremendous facility for gathering ends together. 

MATTA: That's true. He was a translator in pragmatic terms of the 

things that . . . 

BUSA: ... that were even vague to us. He would come out and 

explain things and bring them out. As a matter of fact. I was 

annoyed in the beginning. because he talked more than Matta 

did ... 

MATTA: .. . He would translate in terms of esthetics what I was 

trying to say. and then I would say. " No. it's not that at all that I 

am trying to say." He would try to drive everything into esthetics. 

you know. I don't deny beauty in a work. but I regard it as only 

one of the conditions necessary to create. Emancipation is another. 

SIMON: Peter. would you say that Matta's work in those days was 

the most advanced artistically? 

BUSA: Yes. as a Surrealist. He was the most mature of our group. 

Matta's work was .not dogmatically Surrealist. but was on an idea 
plane. which made it more exciting. We were not attracted to the 

cliches of Surrealism. After all. some of us had been painting for 

ten years. and we knew Surrealism for what it was. 

MATTA: I want to tell you something quite curious. Max Ernst 

spent the summer of 1942 in Cape Cod. at our house. a house we 

rented near the beach. Max started working with different cans. 

making holes in them. He put the picture on the floor and made 

the cans move above it as if they were mobiles. They dripped 

paint on the canvas. These were the first drip paintings I was 

aware of. This freedom of Pollock (which came much later) was 

very clear to me. but very elemental. It was like going from hand

painting to arm-painting. 



BUSA: True. But there was muscle in it. In Pollock it came out 
strong. In Kline. too. it was evident from his first works in that 
direction. You have to admit that Max Ernst's efforts with the 
cans were very modest compared to Pollock. The structure of 
imagination in our work revealed a feeling quite different from 
European art. 

SIMON: 1b return to the so-called group . .. 

BUSA: There was never an official group. We didn't form a group 
from the point of view of having ideology. We merely shared 
certain ideas and interests. 

SIMON: Were there six of you. including Matta? 

BUSA: Yes. We were the first American practitioners of automatic 
painting that I know of. Gorky wasn't part of it. As I remember it. 
when we came to Matta's studio. there was Motherwell. Baziotes. 
Pollock. Kamrowski. and myself. It was a very small group; but it 
was as many as we could corral at the time-those who were 
really involved. that is. 

SIMON: When exactly did you start to meet? Can you pin it down 
for me? 

MATTA: I'm trying to remember. In October-like it used to 
happen in those days. everybody changed apartments. There were 
a lot of available apartments. We moved to 9th Street. 

BUSA: That was in '42. because I remember that very well. I'd 
spent the summer away from New York. Then. when I came back. I 
saw Motherwell. Baziotes and Kamrowski. We didn't meet together 
as a group until the fall of 1942. We started meeting in October 
and continued through that winter. Motherwell was on 8th Street. I 
used to visit him there. I think it was a period of good times and 
productive as hell. In the restaurants the food was spiced with 
parlor games. Remember. I borrowed your book on mental 
telepathy. 

MATTA: Pollock. you recall. was the one who resented most this 
idea of a group. It was then that he painted an enormous picture 
of very anthropomorphic things. It was quite free already, 
vibrating. 

BUSA: Pasiphae. very likely. Or Totem I or 11. 

MATTA: I would say that the winter of 1942-43 was when we met. 
Then in 1943. things were starting to get difficult. We didn't see 
one another. With Motherwell especially I had a terrific 
incompatibility of ideas. I was really very much in this Surrealist 
revolution. and he became more and more a collage man. In 
1943-that summer-! passed. in my own work. from a sort of 
burning fire. mineral lights kind of thing into a space that was 

described by geodesic lines and waves. Then we moved to the 
country. The war was becoming a ferocious thing. I couldn't ignore 
it any more. I began to feel "society" in a new way, for the first 
time. 

BUSA: Do you remember the painting you did of the figure with 
the gun? 

MATTA: Yes. yes. it was a portrait of Breton. No doubt it 
represented in some funny way my hostility to certain aspects of 
Surrealism. Once when I was working on a picture I called the 
Vitreur. I got very furious. I was very discontented with it. and I 
destroyed the picture. In destroying this picture (it was a large one 
of 6 or 7 yards) . I used-perhaps remembering what Max Ernst 
had done the summer before-just paint drippings to cover the 
picture. I created chaotic circles of drippings and things like that. I 
liked the result .as a sort of expression of my anger in terms of the 
war. It was a curious feeling. I wasn't in the war. I felt that I should 
participate. but being terrifically antimilitarist. I went through a 
ferocious crisis. so to speak. And then I passed. in my work. to 
these anthropomorphic things. 

SIMON: Did this change about in your feelings and in your work 
affect your relations with the others? 

MATTA: Yes. It created a very definite divorce. Especially 
Motherwell. When he came to visit me. he would say, "You are 
going back to the figure:· 

BUSA: He had an abhorrence of the figure as I remember. As 
soon as we painted the figure it was as though it wasn't art. 

MATTA: I became sort of the fellow who wasn't accepted. They 
were happy as long as my work expressed cosmic violence and 
whirlpools. I think it was a pity we didn't see more of each other. 
Because action is not necessarily the hands. 

BUSA: It was a fratricidal situation in many ways. I remember the 
very first time you met Gorky and overhearing the conversation. It 
was at a small gathering. Gorky was saying. "You know. I think that 
you paint too thin:· And Matta graciously replied. "Oh. I don't 
think I paint so thin." It was an infantile conversation that went on 
in that way for a while. Gorky, if you remember. was painting very 
heavy in those days. He hadn't even started to become influenced 
by any of our ideas. You could hardly lift his palettes; they were 
like African shields. very heavy. Exasperated. finally, Gorky pulled 
himself up to his full height (I thought he was going to fight) . and 
he said. "Well. let's put it this way-you don't paint so thin. I don't 
paint so thick." With that we all relaxed. His sense of humor. 
which ranged from the ridiculous to the sublime. endeared him to 
all of us. We all laughed. but Gorky laughed the most. 
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Untitled. 1943. gouache. lOW' x 1312 " 
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SIMON: When did the issue of "scale" enter into your thinking? 

BUSA: Almost immediately after our contact with Matta. American 
artists hardly ever attempted large canvases. We always had this 
idea that we were making pictures instead of the pictures making 
us. The change in our thinking stemmed from a sense of relief 
which resulted from a feeling that we were breaking down the 
barriers between art and life. This feeling freed our sense of scale. 

SIMON: Do I understand you to mean that it was Matta who 
inspired you in this direction? 

BUSA: Yes. very profoundly. Matta's idea was that we have a rich 
world within and don't have to look for it outside ourselves. It was 
an idea that combined. ultimately. brilliance of the mind with 
enthusiasm of the act. 

MATTA: 1b me. the image always represented an act. The action of 
the imagination is somehow more valid to me. more developed. 
than the action of the arm. 

BUSA: We had a horror about making an image. But actually 
Matta's ideas were new. even for Surrealism. I don't see. however. 
that the emphasis. in our case. was necessarily on the arm. There 
was freedom. yes. but of both mind and imagination as well. 

MATTA: At one point the artists started discussing not any more 
who we are and what happens to us and how we are changed by 
our paintings. etc.. but started talking with their hands. trying to 
describe space like a dancer does. 

BUSA: This business of physical instead of mental space-we were 
all aware of the difference. Pollock less so than the others because 
he already had an idea of total configuration. of having all of the 
canvas pulsate. The "tourists" call it "all-over art." 

MATTA: What interested me at this time. however. was to find 
some reference in my mental space to the human being. to 
society. This I regarded as a natural step in my art. But you felt it. 
too. you know. Because Pollock. at one moment. from all this 
whirlpool of cosmic matter wanted to reach the figure too .. 

BUSA: Yes. he did. 

MATTA: ... to return to the "old-new." as I see it. One of the last 
things Gorky said to me was that he wanted to get some kind of 
human reference in his work. And de Kooning did. too. Except that 
de Kooning went back to some curious Rouault notion. some 
German Expressionist notion of the figure. Very-how would you 
say?-very u n l u c i d l ~ .  Because de Kooning was still afraid of a 
reference to the human figure. 

BUSA: I don't follow you entirely. But it is true. Pollock did call 

de Kooning a "French" painter. I didn't understand this then. but I 
do now. But to get back to Pollock for a minute. Pollock had an 
extreme awareness of the physical aspect of his talent. I remember 
conversations we had about his use of accident. It was his favorite 
term. I asked Pollock. "Do you try to control the accident?" And 
he said. "No. don't control it. use it. Let it be yours!" 

Of course. you have to remember that we were all human 
beings in the sense of trying to create great art. In my opinion. this 
was the tragic aspect of Gorky and de Kooning. But Pollock never 
thought in this way when he worked. This was his power. Pollock's 
life was tragic; but not his achievement. Not his work. 

SIMON: Did you know Clyfford Still? 

MATTA: No. 

BUSA: All of the American artists seemed to know each other. 
knew Still. You couldn't miss his large canvases at Peggy's. She 
gave him his first New York show there in 194 5. Or was it 1944? I 
don't remember. She doesn't say much about him in her book. But 
in m ~  book. Still's quiet hand created the critical distance we 
needed: from the anti-art gestures. from Surrealism. from French 
painting, and from de Kooning's painting as well. Also. his was an 
attitude markedly different from Pollock's. In retrospect. he was the 
guidepost to Rothko. to Newman's bigness of form. as well as to 
later developments. 

SIMON: You've mentioned Gorky only in passing. 

BUSA: Gorky, I feel. was an important figure for me personally. 
Gorky had a deep sense of humor that was high-class satire. It had 
a ring of truth about it. The reason for this humor. I felt. was his 
unconscious and deep wealth of knowledge about art. He knew a 
lot about "history." But he also had the humility of an artist who 
wanted to destroy "history:· to solve an equation of zero. Never a 
cynic. he retained enough innocence to project his romantic 
personality onto other people. He could even do so with an 
intimate group. He would tell all that were present that the basis 
of the "real new" (as he called it) was for them to admit that they 
were bankrupt as artists. He meant this to apply in the realm of 
ideas about art. because he had a real interest in non-art and anti· 
art. Well. everyone was holding on to art and not willing to take up 
anti-art or the destruction of art. as an involvement. by admitting 
they were bankrupt. But Gorky understood this. He would self
consciously and lightheartedly hide his understanding by the 
impertinence of his approach. Gorky, with his great mixture of 
gentleness and sarcasm. understood better than most the 
unpredictable quality of human action-especially in the case of an 
artist willing to face life more bare. But with it all. we had some 
fun. too. 
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SIMON: You haven't said much about Baziotes. 

MATTA: Baziotes was a very good fighting fellow. I think he really 
wanted something new. 

BUSA: Among all of us. he was probably the most faithful 
adherent to orthodox Surrealism. In fact. he considered himself a 
Surrealist. He was the only one of our group who proclaimed any 
adherence to it. Even Kamrowski (who later had the blessing of 
Breton) was squeamish about it. Baziotes· position created the first 
split in our ranks. I let him know where I stood. My feeling was 
that he was the most scared. At least Motherwell used to say. 
"Let's pretend we're not afraid:· Always with good humor. of 
course. 

MATTA: But. no! For Baziotes. it was not a question of Surrealism. 
but a quesiton of emancipating himself! 

BUSA: Baziotes worked with a kind of Miro orientation. And he 
made amoeba-like shapes which came from Arp. Baziotes was as 
involved with "history" as Motherwell was. Baziotes studied Miro. I 
remember he borrowed the Miro book from me. You know. we all 
tried to get a little corner on this and that. It was only natural. It 
was Jackson. of course. who broke out of it completely. 

SIMON: Matta. what were your feelings about Pollock's work at 
that time. that is. before 194 3? Or before the drip paintings? 

MATTA: My feeling was that it was very Masson. With all due 
respect to Masson. he was never very important in this searching 
of imagination. Masson didn't have enough imagination. He had to 
come back constantly to these little nudes and things. 

SIMON: Did you ever talk with Pollock about Masson? 

MATTA: No. because in that period ... 

BUSA: ... there was a kind of isolation between all of us after we 
started to show. 

MATTA: I don't know if you remember. but I was all of 1946 and 
1947 in Europe. Then I came back in 1948. Pollock's drip 
paintings-for a moment. when I saw them. I thought that Pollock 
had broken into something new. that Pollock was operating in 
terms of the mind. These paintings interested me very much. 

BUSA: What year was that? 

MATTA: His first drip paintings were done in 1947. It is interesting. 
but what made me believe that his attitude was not. as I had 
thought. that of a man who wanted to grasp things through the 
imagination. was that slowly the scribble. instead of differentiating 
itself into a new morphology of form. started to become those 
nudes. those figures again with the heads and eyes. In the end. it 
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was very clear to me that the reference wasn't to the imagination 
at all. Probably Pollock was always making nudes. even though to 
us his free style always seemed to convey some enormous cosmic 
reference. 

BUSA: My reaction to Pollock's work was that it had tremendous 
assertion. He never consciously made a fetish out of accident. or 
was interested in accident per se. or accident for its own sake. He 
used incident. rather. to create a situation which he could transform 
into an event. This was really a transformation of his life into art. 
He went out on a limb as no one else did. He was willing to go to 
hell for this idea. He had exuberance. enthusiasm. His work had 
temendous scale and breadth-and all of it was on a thin line of 
making a mess of it. This was his forte and his contribution. which 
is priceless. 

I remember that he did a big canvas in about three hours. 1b 
some people it seemed a case of an idea taking on the aspect of 
a criminal act. you know. against all that was sacred in art. Pollock 
broke all sense of time in doing that canvas. What I mean is that 
with a mural it is usual to take time to plan it and then you go to 
work. Pollock didn't work this way. not at all. Instead. he created a 
new basis for physical involvement. one which was psychic. one in 
which there was real involvement with the idea of where man's 
space is (which most of us talked about simply as mental space). 
As de Kooning said. rightly, "Jackson broke the ice." 

SIMON: This notion of time in relation to scale was revolutionary. 
obviously. 

BUSA: You have to admit that Pollock worked havoc with the 
concept of time as a factor in painting. He devaluated it. It was no 
accident. Pollock knew how to use his means (his talent) so that it 
transcended pure "incidentality," so to speak. He once said to me. 
"Go ahead. make a mess. You might find yourself by destroying 
yourself and by working your way out of it." 

SIMON: One final question. What was Pollock's feeling about paint 
as paint. about the medium? 

BUSA: Pollock was a natural painter. He could swim in it and 
come out creating the most beautifully organized lyrical effects. 
Pollock had the most articulate understanding of his means. While 
lavish and extravagant in spirit. he utilized the most economical 
means of color to get at a special kind of lyricism. He could make 
that magical nothingness everything. He gave painting an organism 
of existing. a canvas pulsating with the heart of a new-born 
creature. 

MATTA: He was very concerned with paint! 

BUSA: He was what you might call anal-erotic about it. He could 



play with paint. He could make a painting called "Shimmering 

Substance" like you would make a mudpie. He was a natural 

painter. 

MATTA: Yes. But you know. it was in the sense that art and not life 
were the main preoccupations of American action painting. 

Sometime again we will have to talk about the younger generation 

of American painters who are picking up where we began

Rauschenberg and the others-and how I feel they are still going 

back to the "old-new." New York is being colonized now by Los 

Angeles just as it was colonized by Paris before. We have. 

unfortunately. still to change the game. • 

First published in Art International// (Summer. 1967). 

Reprinted with the permission of Sidney Simon. 

Symbol of War. 194 3 

wood. barbed wire. pubic hair, 18" x 12 " x 14" 
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Untitled (figure study). c. 1934. charcoal on 
paper. 25 " x 19". The Metropolitan Museum of 
Art. Gift of the Artist. 1978 (1978.451.2) 

Arshile Gorky and Peter Busa. New York. 1933. 
"Whatever book Gorky was reading he would 
carry with him. In this picture he is carrying 
Walter Pach's book on lngres." 
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CHRONOLOGY 

I 9 I 4 
Born June 23. Pittsburgh. PA. Father. Salvatore. from Sicily. 
specialist in gold leaf decoration for churches and banks; mother. 
Ernestine Crispo. from Naples. daughter of judge of the Supreme 
Court in Italy. Oldest of five children. At age six. travels with his 
father to Sicily, meets grandfather. 

"My father was encouraging to me. He knew painters and he 
himself was a painter who had done commercial decorations for 
the Pittsburgh Cathedral and a lot of Warner Brothers theaters. He 
had a firm that employed Italian immigrants to do marbleizing. 
with contracts in the West and the Middle West. 

I was three or four years old when I made my first trip to 
Provincetown with my folks. My father later painted the house we 
stayed in. above a restaurant that was a hang-out for Hawthorne 
students. I suppose my image of Provincetown stems from these 
early impressions. but my interest in coming to stay later was 
kindled by Hofmann." 

1930 
Attends Carnegie Institute of 'Technology for three years. until 
1933. Begins studying architecture. switches to fine arts and studies 
with Alexander Kostellow. Roy Hilton. Everett Warner. Robert 
Lepper. Sam Rosenberg. and Raymond Simboli. 

"At Carnegie 'Tech my teachers were sympathetic. especially 
Simboli. a well-known Pittsburgh artist who had studied in 
Provincetown with Charles Hawthorne. who was a close friend of 
my father. and who encouraged me when I was only 12 to take 
Saturday morning children's classes at Carnegie 'Tech. where I drew 
every one of the casts in that area. Another teacher. Kostellow. was 
interested in Cubism and caused me to seek out his sources. He 
gave me the hardest time. but he was the one I became close to. 
He left Pittsburgh in 193 3 and lived in New York. On one of my 
trips to New York. when I was still a student at 'Tech. I went to see 
him and he took me over to meet Gorky. I was a rash kid. Gorky 
was a tall fellow with a beautiful studio. He had been painting for 
at least five or 10 years. When I said that I thought his work was 
too strongly influenced by Picasso. he said. 'Who do you think I 
am? I'm nobody. Why not learn from the best?' That made an 
indelible impression on me:· 

I 9 3 I 
Father dies. 

1933 
Moves to New York. until 1953. Attends Art Students League. 



Studies with Harry Sternberg and Thomas Hart Benton. mural and 
graphic arts. Pollock was a student in the same Benton class. 

" In Benton's class many of the drawings were done with the large 
graphic pencil used for studies of anatomy. Benton was strong on 
this. His theory of bumps and hollows was very matter of fact. 
Nevertheless I appreciated it as one of the great ideas about form. 
and it instilled in all of us our own notions of rhythm. We were 
right next door to Kenneth Hayes Miller and his group. so the love 
for El Greco was balanced with the love for Titian. In retrospect. 
Benton stood out. Even as he rejected modern art. he had 
awareness of it." 

I 9 3 5 
Attends Hans Hofmann School on 57th Street. Studies with 
Hofmann until 1938. Travels in France and Italy. 

"Hofmann would often begin by drawing a light tracing on a paint
ing. then proceed to alter the drawing with his idea of what was 
essential. My work changed after I studied with Hofmann:· 

1936-41 
Employed on WPA Art Project. 

"The five years that I was on the Project were like a graduate 
school of advanced training. 

"My first trip to Provincetown was in the summer of 1936. 
Thanks to Karl Knaths. belittling my ltalianesque fog of impres
sionism. I was shocked into eliminating natural atmosphere and 
inventing light from the flat color approach. which I developed 
from the art of the American Indians. The structure of space in 
American Indian art was all-positive. without negative space. The 
object is dissolved partly in a lost-and-found effect with its back
ground, That was a unique idea. compared with Cubism which 
retained figure-ground differentiation. Some of the ideas we were 
involved in were not necessarily structural ideas. The notion of 
time in American Indian art is very disruptive to the logical 
western idea. The quick change of pace from one image to 
another. the metamorphosis of a boy into a thunderbird into a 
whale within only the time it takes to imagine it. In a sense. it was 
a prelude to the automatic writing the Surrealists soon introduced." 

I 9 4 2 
Participates in group experiments with Surrealist automatic drawing 
with Matta. Motherwell. Pollock. Baziotes. and Kamrowski. 

"The Surrealist refugees invaded New York and charmed Gorky, 
Motherwell. and many other artists. creating a strange alchemy of 
American vigor mixed with the stale dogma of Breton. Many of 
the painters. like de Kooning and Pollock, had a solid 10 years of 
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Untitled. 1943. pencil on paper. 7" x 53/s" 
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Peter and Jeanne Busa. New York. 1943 
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work behind them. For me. there was really little allure to 

surrealism. except the social-the few parties at Matta's or 

Motherwell's. It's very difficult to have a collaboration in painting. 

The only way it works is to have a cause and to have one person 

at the head of it. But the Surrealists did say that folk art could be 

as interesting as Picasso. We learned about automatic painting 

from the work itself. all the way from the early Kandinsky to Paul 

Klee. We didn't necessarily read. but we could see. In the work of 

Harold Anton. Henry Mark. and Janet Sobel we saw automatic 

expressions that were not officially part of the Surrealist cult. This 

is not to say that some of us did not look at more orthodox 

Surrealist figures like Thnguy. Matta. or Max Ernst." 

I 9 4 3 
Marries Jeanne Juell. June 26. 

1944 
Begins teaching at Cooper Union. until 1952. painting and two

dimensional design. 

"From the point of view of abstract reduction. there is more 

consequence in drawing ordinary letter forms than in the study of 

anatomy and other naturalistic concerns." 

1946 
Son Christopher born. First one-person show at Peggy 

Guggenheim's gallery. Art of This Century. Indian Space group 

exhibition at Gallery Neuf. 

" In 1946 I had a Surrealist-influenced. automatic show. using the 

drip technique." 

1948 
Son Stephen born. 

"In 1948 I had already had my show at Peggy's and had decided 

that the so-called unpredictable aspects of automatism had 

become quite predictable. I don't. and never have. put much 

emphasis on automatism. Besides. there is no such thing as pure 

automatism. One always needs an objective. I was concerned that 

the quality of form did not dissipate into an atmospheric 

condition. I became like a steam roller. rolling over forms until I 

flattened them out. and they came out quite unlike Picasso. This 

American Indian influenced work was peculiar. a hybrid. but it is 

the key to my whole work. then and to the end." 

1949 
Begins teaching at New York University. until 1953. 

" NYU really bloomed under the leadership of Robert Iglehart. 



The staff was lively and alert: Hale Woodruff. William Baziotes. 

Tony Smith. myself. Joe Presser. Kail Podyas. and Chaim Koppel

man. 1bny inspired everyone by teaching a course called 

"Principles of Industrial Design:· which was an excuse for his own 

high-powered ideas. I remember speaking at a forum organized by 

the NYU Art Department in the loft at 49 East 8th Street after 

Subjects of the Artists folded. Ad Reinhardt stood up in the 

audience and asked what good it was to scratch. spill paint. or use 

frottage. I replied that it was like assuming the largest order in the 

area of chance. He said he liked that because he liked order:· 

1950 

Son Paul born. Appears on CBS 'Television. "Understanding 

Modern Art." New York. 

"In 1950 I began to paint a looser type of organic abstraction. 

based on automatic drawings and paintings of this period. so that 

while I practiced aspects of automatism. the concept of the 

structures was flat and influenced by American Indian art rather 

than Surrealism." 

I 9 5 I 
Symposium on Modern Art at the New York Architectural League. 

June. 195 L "Meet the New." panelist with Guston. Motherwell. 

Lassaw. Gottlieb. de Kooning. 

I 9 5 3 
Buys house in Provincetown. Walter Chrysler is his generous 

patron. purchasing more than 100 paintings over a decade. Emil 

Arnold purchases 4 5 works from the · 40s. Co-founder of Gallery 

2 56. Provincetown. 

"In Provincetown. I ravenously ate up the atmosphere and light. I 

began to find the holier aspects of abstraction too dry and 

pedantic. But I was surprised how hostile the old hats. including 

Hensche. were to modern art: In Provincetown the past was not 

dead. it was not even past. It was as though they were untouched 

by Picasso. So when I was doing my Indian space paintings I was 

an anomaly. I admired Ross Moffett and others like Bruce McKain. 

Provincetown regulars who were above all ethical and. with a live

and-let-live attitude. kept alive the memories of artists like 

Ambrose Webster. John Noble. Blanche Lazzell. and Oliver Chaffee. 

Provincetown was an interesting place to work because it con

founded the notion of progress in art. Like New York. it mixes all 

the directions apparent in art. all the shades good and bummy. 

side by side. This is the ingredient that sustains its atmosphere." 

I 9 54 

Daughter Marianne born. Begins teaching at State University of 

lbny Smith. New Piece. 1966 oil on wood. 12" x 12" x 12" 

This sculpture. a gift from Tony Smith. influenced Busa·s parallelogram 

series of the '70s and early '80s. 

The Edge. 1978. silk screen. 28" x 36" 
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Peter Busa School of Fine Art. 1959. Days Lumberyard 
(now the Fine Arts Work Center). Provincetown 
Photo: Fred McDarrah 
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New York. Buffalo. until 1956. Panelist at Gallery 2 56 in 
Provincetown with Karl Knaths and Adolph Gottlieb. Panelist at 
Hansa Gallery in New York. Four O'Clock Forums. "The Crisis of 
Form in Modern Art.' ' with Will Barnet. Nanno de Groot. Michael 
Lekakis. and Ad Reinhardt. 

I 9 5 7 
Teaches at University of Michigan. Ann Arbor. 

I 9 58 
Teaches at Louisiana State University. Baton Rouge. 

I 9 59 
Son Nicholas born. Opens Peter Busa School of Fine Art in studio 
at Days Lumberyard. Occupies second floor of large barn. Other 
tenants: Pearl Fine. Peter Grippe. Paul Burlin. George McNeil. 

I 9 61 
Visiting Lecturer at the University of Minnesota. 

I 9 6 2 
Moves to Minnesota with family. Teaches at the University of 
Minnesota until 1982. two full days and one evening a week. Large 
studio provided by University. 

"If you want to raise your kids. the air in Minnesota smells better 
than New York. Minneapolis had the good sense to insist that all 
the lakes belonged to all the people. If it's vital to have a feeling 
of alienation. then Minnesota is ideal. But the light would be bad 
for Van Gogh. Even though Munch is Norwegian. he wouldn't 
survive here either. 

The basis for action is never completely rational. Chance has 
played a large part in my painting since the · 40s. and I have never 
forgotten it. even in my large austere abstractions of my middle 
period. Nowadays all I need is a stroke of the brush or a spot to 
suggest a world. 

For me to achieve anything. to do a large painting. I don't just 
suddenly do it. It's a sum result of the others I've done before. I 
make it a very natural process. like getting up and talking a walk. 
You work up your interest in a very organic way. Suddenly I'll have 
a dream about a large picture. and I start it. It has to become like 
a natural function. not pre-conceived. but which just happens with 
the force and continuity of your accumulated experiences." 

1965 
Studio vandalized; 36 paintings slashed and burned two months 
before scheduled exhibition. Intensively paints new work. 

"Instead of looking at the front of a painting. the big collectors 



spend much of their time looking at the back. When they find 
patchwork. they will think twice before they buy it." 

1968 
Chairs Midwest College Art Conference panel. "The End of 
Painting." with Jack 1\vorkov. Knox Martin. John Alberty. Les Levine. 
llya Bolotowsky. and Paul Brach. 

1970 
Divorces Jeanne Juell. Lives in New York while on sabbatical. 
Directs summer art program at Southampton College. until 1972. 

I 9 7 I 
Buys a general store in Southampton and converts it to a summer 
home and studio. 

1972 
Begins making silkscreen prints. 

I 9 7 3 
Designs 60 by 70 foot abstract mural for southwest wall of the 
Valspar Paint Corporation in Minneapolis. Signs name in foot-high 
letters. 

"My pictorial expression is a disciplined contemplation of 
saturation intervals. color as structure. Good color always creates 
harmony. with relationships based on utilizing restraint through a 
dominant chord. less rather than more color. I have been engaged 
in developing this since my work was first influenced by American 
Indian art." 

I 9 7 7 
Works in New York. Southampton. and Italy on Guggenheim grant. 

1979 
Buys house in East Hampton. Designs second Valspar mural. 150 
feet by 200 feet. Panelist at University of Virginia. "Abstract 
Expressionism: Idea and Symbol." with Lee Krasner. Robert 
Motherwell. and Richard Pousette-Dart. 

I 9 8 I 
Builds large. barn-like studio on his property in East Hampton. 

I 9 8 2 
Retires from the University of Minnesota. 

"You know. an artist is very much like a student. He's always 
learning." 

Peter Busa. Provincetown. 1968 
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Black Wrap II, c. 1968 

oil on canvas. 27" x 38" 
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1983 
Third Valspar mural completed. assistants used 194 gallons of 

color paint plus 32 gallons of colorants to produce 2 5 different 

colors across II 00 square feet on south wall of Valspar Building. 

1984 
Marries Alexandra Cromwell. 

"The act of painting is inseparable from our idea of ourselves. 

When the work is done. we find we have shaped ourselves. If one 

creates a form. the form turns around and starts to create you." 

I 9 8 5 

Exhibits "New Jazzy Works" at East Hampton Center for 

Contemporary Art. 

Dies. age 71 . East Hampton. NY. 



ONE-PERSON EXHIBITIONS 

1946 Art of This Century, New York. NY 

1948 Bertha Schaefer Gallery. New York. NY 

Julius Carlebach Gallery, New York. NY 

1950 Bertha Schaefer Gallery, New York. NY 

1951 Bertha Schaefer Gallery, New York. NY 

1953 Bertha Schaefer Gallery, New York. NY 

1954 Gallery 256. Provincetown. MA 

Women's City Club. New York. NY 

1955 Junior League. Buffalo. NY 

1958 Chrysler Art Museum. Provincetown. MA 

1960 Nova Gallery, Boston. MA 

Cape Cod Art Association. Hyannis. MA 

1962 Walker Art Center. Minneapolis. MN 

St. Cloud State College. St. Cloud. MN 

1963 Iowa State College. Ames. lA 

1964 Chrysler Art Museum. Provincetown. MA 

1965 1Weed Gallery. University of Minnesota. Duluth. MN 

1966 University Gallery, University of Minnesota. Minneapolis. 

MN 

St. Catherine's College. St. Paul. MN 

1967 Walker Art Center. Minneapolis. MN 

1970 Chrysler Art Museum. Provincetown. MA 

1972 Kansas State University Union Gallery, Manhattan. KS 

St. Louis Park Medical Center. St. Louis Park. MN 

1975 Wisconsin State University, Eau Claire. WI 

1976 Art Lending Gallery, Minneapolis. MN 

1977 Minneapolis Institute of Art. Minneapolis. MN 

1978 Elaine Benson Gallery, Bridgehampton. NY 

Campus Club. University of Minnesota. Minneapolis. MN 

1980 Carleton College. Northfield. MN 

Consalvo Vogel Gallery, Boston. MA 

1982 The President's Office. University of Minnesota. 

Minneapolis. MN 

1985 East Hampton Center for Contemporary Art. East 

Hampton. NY 

1992 Provincetown Art Association and Museum. 

Provincetown. MA 

Renee Fotouhi Gallery, East Hampton. NY 

ART OF THIS CENTURY 
30 W. 57th St., N. Y. C. e PETER BUSA ~ h ; : ~ Ŀ ~  28 

Back cover of Jwnograpfl magazine (1. Spring. 1946) 
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ALCOPLEY • BOUCHE • BROOKS • IUSA • BRENSON • 
CAVALLON • CARONE • GREENBERG • DE KOONING • DE 
NIRO • DZUIAS 0 DONATI • J. ERNST • E. DE KOONING • FERREN 
• FEUER • FINE • FRANKENTHALER • GOODNOUGH • GRIPPE 
• GUSTON • HARTIGAN • HOFMANN • JACKSON o KAPPELL • 
KERKAM ° KLINE ° KOTIN • KRASSNIR o LISLIE o LIP'P'OLD • 
LIPTON ° MARGO • MCNEIL • MARCA·RELLI o J. MITCHELL 
• MOTHERWELL 1 NIVOLA • P'ORTER o P'OLLOCK • P'OUSSEnE 
DART 1 P'RICE 1 ltiSNICK • RICHENIERG • ltiiNHARDT • ROSATI 
• RYAN • SANDERS • SCHNAIIL • SEKULA • SHANKEII • 
SMITH • STAMOS • STEFANELLI o STEP'HAN • STIUIING • 
STUART 1 TOMLIN • TWORKOY • VICENTE • KNOOP' • 

COURTESY THE FOLLOWING GALLIRIIS: IORGENICHT. lAGAN, 
TIIOR DE NAGY, THI NEW, P'ARSONS, PERIDOT. WILLARD. HUGO 

MAY 21ST TO JUNE 10TH, 1951 
PREVIEW MONDAY, MAY 21ST, NINE P. M. 

60 EAST 9TH ST., NEW YORK 3, N.Y. 

EXHIBITION OF PAINTINGS AID SCULPTURE 

Poster. Ninth Street Exhibition. 1951 
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GROUP EXHIBITIONS 

1936 New York Municipal Gallery. New York. NY 

ACA Gallery. New York. NY 

1939 World's Fair. "American Art Today. " New York. NY 

1940 Art Institute of Chicago. Chicago. IL 

1943 Art of This Century. "Spring Salon for Young Artists." 

New York. NY 
1944 Ashby Gallery. "Color Plays a Part." New York. NY 

1945 Art of This Century. "Autumn Salon." New York. NY 

Ashby Gallery. "Ashby, Busa. Cavallon. " New York. NY 

Art of This Century, "Christmas Exhibition of 

Gouaches." New York. NY 

1946 Gallery Neuf. "Semeiology. or 8 and a Totem Pole." 

New York. NY 
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts. Annual. 

Philadelphia. PA 

Whitney Museum of American Art. Annual. New York. 

NY 

194 7 University of Iowa. 3rd Summer Exhibition of 

Contemporary Art. Iowa City. lA 
1948 Whitney Museum of American Art. Annual. New York. 

NY 
Model Home National Show. textiles and painting 

correlated by Bertha Schaefer Gallery. Grand Central 

Palace. New York. NY 

1949 Brooklyn Museum. "38 Artists who Teach. " New 

York. NY 
Santa Barbara Museum. Santa Barbara. CA 

Gallery 200. "Forum 49." Provincetown. MA 

1950 "Young Painters U.S.A .. " traveling show sponsored 

by the American Federation of Art 

Whitney Museum of American Art. Annual. New York. 

NY 
Bertha Schaefer Gallery. "6 Modern American Painters. " 

New York. NY 

1951 St. Louis Museum. St. Louis. MO 
Young Painters U.S.A .. traveling show sponsored by 

the American Federation of Art 

Ninth Street Exhibition. New York. NY 

Bertha Schaefer Gallery. " 6 Modern American 

Painters. " New York. NY 

1952 Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts. Annual. 

Philadelphia. PA 
Whitney Museum of American Art. Annual. New York 



1953 Brooklyn Museum. International Watercolor Exhibition. 

I 7th Biennial. New York. NY 

Whitney Museum of American Art. Annual. New York. NY 

I 9 55 Albright Art Gallery. Western New York Annual. Buffalo. NY 

1956 Whitney Museum of American Art. Annual. New York. NY 

Poindexter Gallery. "The 30s: Painting in New York.'' New 

York. NY 

Independent Artists of Western New York. Buffalo. NY 

I 957 Albright Art Gallery. Western New York Annual. Buffalo. NY 

Albright Art Gallery. Collector's Exhibition. Buffalo. NY 

Columbia Museum of Art. Biennial. Columbia. SC 

1958 Madison Square Garden. Art U.S.A.. New York. NY 

Martha Jackson Gallery. Provincetown. MA 

Chrysler Art Museum. Provincetown Arts Festival. 

Provincetown. MA 

1959 Phoenix Gallery. Phoenix Invitational. Phoenix. AR 

Whitney Museum of American Art. Annual. New York. NY 

I 960 Chrysler Art Museum. New Accessions. Provincetown. 

MA 

1961 Nova Gallery. Boston. MA 

I 964 Chrysler Art Museum. New Accessions. Provincetown. 

MA 

Walker Art Center. Collectors Club of Minnesota. Fourth 

Exhibition. Minneapolis. MN 

1965 Smithsonian Museum. Archives of American Art. 

Washington. DC 

Walker Art Center. Drawing in Minnesota 1965. 

Minneapolis. MN 

1966 U.S Department of State. Art in Embassies Program 

Frank H. McClung Museum Gallery. University of 

Thnnessee. "4th Annual National Invitational 

Exhibition: · Knoxville. TN 

Columbus Gallery of Fine Arts. Art Across America. 

Columbus. OH 

1967 University of Wisconsin. Stout. Menomenie. WI 

Provincetown Art Association. Golden Anniversary 

Traveling Exhibition. Provincetown. MA 

I 968 Viterbo College. La Crosse. WI 

University Art Gallery. University of Minnesota. Faculty 

Exhibition. Minneapolis. MN 

1969 University of Minnesota Studio Arts Exhibition. The 50s 

Revisited. Minneapolis. MN 

I 970 Minneapolis Institute of Art. 6th Biennial. Minneapolis. MN 

1971 Parrish Art Museum. " Prints and Drawings for Collectors:· 

Southampton. NY 

Parrish Art Museum. " 19th Annual Fine Arts Festival." 

Southampton. NY 

Southampton College. "Summer Art Faculty Exhibition:· 

Southampton. NY 

University of Minnesota Faculty Exhibition. 

St. Catherine's College. St. Paul. MN 

University of Minnesota Faculty Exhibition. Carleton 

College. Northfield. MN 

U.S. Department of State. Art in Embassies Program 

I 972 Visual Arts Building. The College of St. Catherine. 

" University of Minnesota Art Faculty Exhibit:' 

St. Paul. MN 

University Gallery. University of Minnesota. "Studio Arts 

Faculty Exhibition:· Minneapolis. MN 

Gallery 118. "Artists for McGovern: · Minneapolis. MN 

Guild Hall Museum. East Hampton. NY 

Colwell Press Print Gallery. "Collaborations: Artists 

Painting on Color Presses." Minneapolis. MN 

Ashawagh Hall. "Artists of the Springs:· East Hampton. NY 

U.S. Department of State. Art in Embassies Program 

Whitney Museum of American Art. " Lyrical Abstractions:· 

New York. NY 

1973 University of Minnesota Faculty Exhibition. Normandale 

Junior College. Normandale. MN 

University of Minnesota Faculty Exchange Exhibition. 

Notre Dame University. South Bend. IN 

Parrish Art Museum. Southampton. NY 

Gallery I 18. Minneapolis. MN 

St. Olaf College. Northfield. MN 

Carleton College. Northfield. MN 

College of St. Catherine. St. Paul. MN 

University of Minnesota Gallery. Minneapolis. MN 

U.S. Department of State. Art in Embassies Program 

State Capitol Building. State Arts Council Loan Painting. 

St. Paul. MN 

Fine Arts Center. Southampton College. Southampton. NY 

West Bank Art Gallery. "The New York Influence: · 

Minneapolis. MN 

Chrysler Art Museum. Norfolk. VA 

197 4 Griffiths Arts Center Gallery. "St. Lawrence University 

Exhibition of Annual Acquisitions:· Canton. NY 

I 97 5 University Gallery. University of Minnesota Studio Arts 

Faculty Exhibition. Minneapolis. MN 

Guild Hall Museum. "Prints by Artists of the Region:· 

East Hampton. NY 

1976 U.S. Department of State. Art in Embassies Program 

Guild Hall Museum. Invitational. East Hampton. NY 

Guild Hall Museum. Print and Graphics Invitational. East 

Hampton. NY 
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Art Lending Gallery. Drawings and Prints. Minneapolis. 

MN 

Gallery 118. Minneapolis. MN 

University of Oregon. Portland. OR 

Minneapolis College of Art and Design. "The 4th of 

July: Busa. Hendler. Kappel. Somberg." 

Minneapolis. MN 

1977 Rutgers University Art Gallery. "Surrealism and American 

Art. 1931-1947." New Brunswick. NJ 
Everson Museum of Art. "Provincetown Painters. 

1970's-1970's." Syracuse. NY 

University of Minnesota Faculty Exhibition. University 

Gallery. Minneapolis. MN 
American Academy in Rome. "American Artists in 

Rome. " Rome. Italy 

Parsons School of Design. "New York WPA Artists: Then 
and Now." New York. NY 

Ashawagh Hall . "Artists of the Springs," East Hampton. 

NY 
Guild Hall Museum. " Artists of the Region." East 

Hampton. NY 

1978 Hampton Day School. "Drawings." Bridgehampton. NY 

Minneapolis Institute of Art. Minnesota Gallery. 
"OXOXO." Minneapolis. MN 

Provincetown Art Association and Museum. "Days 

Lumberyard Studios: Provincetown 1914-1971." 

Provincetown. MA 

Weatherspoon Gallery. University of North Carolina. 

Greensboro. NC 

West Bank Gallery. "Art Not Art." Minneapolis. MN 
1979 Metropolitan Museum of Art. "Students of Hans 

Hofmann." New York 

Consalvo-Vogel Gallery. "Philip Pavia and Peter Busa: 

A Sculptor and a Painter. " Boston. MA 

Ashawagh Hall. " Artists of the Springs. " East Hampton. 

NY 

Minneapolis Institute of Art. Minneapolis. MN 

Guild Hall Museum. East Hampton. NY 
Parrish Art Museum. Southampton. NY 

Butler Institute of American Art. Youngstown. OH 
St. Lawrence University. Richard F. Brush Art Gallery. 

Canton. OH 

First National Bank. St. Paul. MN 

1980 Minnesota Museum of Art. "Serigraphs." St. Paul. MN 

Parsons School of Design. New York. NY 
WPA Artists. New York. NY 
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Katherine E. Nash Gallery. University of Minnesota. 

"Faculty Exhibition." Minneapolis. MN 

Whitney Museum of American Art. 50th Anniversary 

Exhibition. New York. NY 

First National Bank. Minneapolis. MN 

Heritage Museum. Provincetown. MA 
Provincetown Art Association and Museum. "Then and 

Now." Provincetown. MA 

Guild Hall Museum. Collector's Gallery. East Hampton. NY 

University Gallery. University of Minnesota. "The Aura of 

Hofmann." Minneapolis. MN 

1981 Adelphi College. " New York WPA Artists." Long Island 

City. NY 

University Gallery. University of Minnesota. "Minnesota 

Art Selected for Permanent Display in the Kuopio 

Museum. Finland." Minneapolis. MN 

1982 Guild Hall Museum. "Poets and Artists of the Region 

Collaborating." East Hampton. NY 

Guild Hall Museum. " Screen Prints by Contemporary 

Painters. Circulated by the Gallery Association of New 

York State." East Hampton. NY 

1983 New Jersey State Museum. " Beyond the Plane: American 

Constructions 1930-1965 ," Trenton. NJ 

Parrish Art Museum. "The Parrish Invitational 1983 ." 

Southampton. NY 

1984 City Gallery. City of New York Department of Cultural 
Affairs. " WPA Artists 50th Anniversary Exhibition." 

New York. NY 
1985 Arbitrage Gallery. "A Show of Hampton Artists." New 

York. NY 
1986 Guild Hall Museum and Provincetown Art Association 

and Museum. "Crosscurrents: An Exchange Exhibition." 

East Hampton. NY. and Provincetown. MA 

Anita Shapolsky Gallery. "Summer Group Show." New 

York. NY 

1987 Provincetown Art Association and Museum. "Province-
town Collectors." Provincetown. MA 

1988 Parrish Art Museum. "Drawing on the East End. 

1940-1988." Southampton. NY 

East Hampton Center for Contemporary Art. East 

Hampton. NY 

1989 Provincetown Art Association and Museum. "The Artist's 

Eye: Choices from the Permanent Collection by Peter 

Hutchinson." Provincetown. MA 
Anita Shapolsky Gallery. "Early Abstractions: Painting 

and Sculpture of the 40s and 50s." New York. NY 



East Hampton Center for Contemporary Art. "Drawings 
from the Figure." East Hampton. NY 

Katzen-Brown Gallery. "Homage to Walter Chrysler: The 
Provincetown Years." New York. NY 

1991 Renee Fotouhi Gallery. "Black and White." East 
Hampton. NY 

Baruch College Gallery. "The Indian Space Painters: 
Native American Sources for American Abstract Art." 
New York. NY 

Installation view: 

"The Indian Space Painters: Native 

American Sources for American Abstract 

Art." Sidney Mishkin Gallery/Baruch 

College. New York City. Nov.-Dec.. 199I 
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WPA/FAP Mural Sketches for Riker's 

Island Catholic Chapel. 1940 

Above: St. Fra11cis 
Below: Tfle Visitatio11 
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COMMISSIONS 

1933 Bernay·s Scholarship. Art Students League 

193 5-40 Federal Art Project. WPA Mural Project 

1939 Mural. Communications Building. New York World's Fair 

1940 Mural. The Visitation. WPA. Rikers Island Catholic Chapel. 
New York. NY 

1942 Yaddo Fellowship. Saratoga Springs. NY 

194 7 1\vo Stencil Panels for Mural. 'Jerrace Plaza Hotel. 

1948 

1956 

1957 

1960 

1962 

1966 

1970 

Cincinnati. OH 

Model Home National Show. Grand Central Palace. 
correlated by Bertha Schaefer Gallery. New York. NY 

William Hengerer Prize. Albright Art Gallery 

Second Prize. Independent Artists of Western New York 

First Prize. $500. Swain New England Exhibition 

Ford Foundation Purchase Award. $3500. Walker Art 
Center 

Special Donor Award. Walker Art Center Biennial 

Minneapolis Institute of Art Biennial 

1972 Commended by Dean Ziebarth for nomination for CLA 
Distinguished 'Jeacher Award 

1973 Valspar Mural. Demolition. The Valspar Corporation. 
Minneapolis. MN 

1975 Distinguished 'Jeacher Award. University of Minnesota. 
Letters of Commendation from President C. Peter 
Magrath. Dean Frank ). Sorauf. Dean E. W. Ziebarth 

1977 Awarded Single Quarter Leave. University of Minnesota. 
Guggenheim Fellowship 

1979 Valspar Mural. The Valspar Corporation. Minneapolis. 
MN 

1978 Awarded Sabbatical Leave 

1980 Committee on Urban Environment Merit Award for 
Environmental Quality. City of Minneapolis. Donald 
Fraser. Mayor. Minneapolis. MN 

1982 Valspar Mural. Sport. The Valspar Corporation. 
Minneapolis. MN 

1985 Pollock-Krasner Foundation Grant 



PUBLIC COLLECTIONS 

Brigham & Women's Hospital. Boston. MA 
Bemis Bag Corporation. Minneapolis. MN 

Butler Institute of American Art. Youngstown. OH 
Brandeis University. Waltham. MA 

Chatham College. Pittsburgh. PA 
Chrysler Museum of Art. Norfork. VA 
Colby College Museum of Art. Waterville. ME 
Cooper Union Museum. New York. NY 
Cornell University. Ithaca. NY 
Dayton Art Institute. Dayton. OH 
Everson Museum. Syracuse. NY 

Federal Reserve Bank. Minneapolis. MN 
General Mills. St. Paul. MN 
Solomon Guggenheim Foundation. Baroness Hilla Rebay 

Peggy Guggenheim. Art of This Century Collection. Venice. Italy 
Guild Hall Museum. East Hampton. NY 
IDS Building. Minneapolis. MN 
Iowa State College. Ames lA La Jolla Museum of Art. 

La Jolla. CA 
Metropolitan Museum of Art. New York. NY 
Michigan State University. East Lansing. Ml 
Minneapolis Institute of Art. Minneapolis. MN 

Minneapolis Star and Tribune. Minneapolis. MN 
National Collection of Fine Arts. Smithsonian Institute. 

Washington. DC 
Pillsbury Company. Minneapolis. MN 

Portland Art Museum. Portland. ME 
Provincetown Art Association and Museum. Provincetown. MA 
Rutgers University. New Brunswick. NJ 
Slater Memorial Museum. Norwich. CT 
Smith College Museum of Art. Northampton. MA 
St. Lawrence University. Canton. NY 
Syracuse University Museum. Syracuse. NY 
3M Corporation. St. Paul. MN 
1\veed Museum of Art. Duluth. MN 
University of Massachusetts. Boston. MA 
University of Minnesota. Minneapolis. MN 
University of North Carolina. Greensboro. NC 
University of Oregon. Eugene. OR 
University of Wisconsin. Eau Claire. WI 
Valspar Corporation. Minneapolis. MN 
Walker Art Center. Minneapolis. MN 

Whitney Museum of American Art. New York. NY 
WTCN-TV. Minneapolis. MN 

Horiwntal after the Half Moon. 1951 
oil on canvas. 82" x 48" 

Smithsonian Institution. National Museum 

of American Art. Washington. DC 
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